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Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is HardCrown, 2010

	Why is it so hard to make lasting changes in our companies, in our communities, and in our own lives?

	

	The primary obstacle is a conflict that’s built into our brains, say Chip and Dan Heath, authors of the critically acclaimed bestseller Made to Stick. Psychologists have discovered that our minds are ruled...
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Instant Microsoft Forefront UAG Mobile Configuration StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	UAG provides your employees, clients, or partners secure remote access to your vital corporate resources, while delivering a seamless integration with your existing network environment. UAG is able to optimize content for different mobile devices, and is also able to publish complex applications in a simple manner. You are also able to...
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No B.S. Marketing To the AffluentEntrepreneur Press, 2008

	Here it is: no warm Â‘n fuzziesÂ—just hard-core strategies from real world trenchesÂ…for successfully repositioning your business, products, services and yourself to attract customers or clients for whom price is NOT a determining factor in their purchasing. The TRUTH is it takes no more work to attract customers/clients from the...
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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Cisco® BGP-4 Command and Configuration Handbook (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 2001
As the means by which Internet destinations are communicated  between subscribers and service providers, BGP-4 provides a critical function  for Internet operations. Whether associated with Internet service providers or  enterprise networks that depend heavily on the Internet, a background in BGP-4  is essential. Moving beyond...
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): Concepts, Technology, and DesignPrentice Hall, 2005
The foremost "how-to" guide to SOA
 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is at the heart of a revolutionary computing platform that is being adopted world-wide and has earned the support of every major software provider. In Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts,...
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CISA: Certified Information Systems Auditor Study GuideSybex, 2006
Take charge of your career with certification that can increase your marketability. Demand for information systems auditors has increased dramatically since the adoption of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. Now you can prepare for CISA certification and improve your job skills with the targeted training you'll receive in this valuable book.
...
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Over-the-Road Wireless For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Keep in touch with the office or the grandkids
    

    Set up your laptop or PDA, find hot spots, and keep your stuff safe    

    Whether you're on the road earning a living or satisfying your urge to roam, this book will help you stay connected to the rest of the world. Here's how to choose...
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The J2EE TutorialAddison Wesley, 2002
You're familiar with Java™ programming, but now it's time for you to take it to the next level and begin creating enterprise applications with the Java™ 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE™). The J2EE™ Tutorial is the hands-on, example-driven guide that offers unparalleled technical guidance...
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SMS 2003 Administrator's Reference: Systems Management Server 2003Wrox Press, 2006
Microsoft has really come a long way with management of systems within the corporate world. Micro -
soft Systems Management 2003 delivers a centralized management tool to support all of your computers,
workstations, servers, and other devices with the help of third-party solutions.
This book is designed to help the average SMS...
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Visual Perception and Robotic Manipulation: 3D Object Recognition, Tracking and Hand-Eye CoordinationSpringer, 2006
As autonomous robots expand into the service domain, new solutions to the challenge of operating in domestic environments must be developed. Widespread adoption of service robots demands high robustness to environmental change and operational wear, and minimal reliance on application specific knowledge. As such, rich sensing modalities such as...
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Next Generation Intelligent Optical Networks: From Access to BackboneSpringer, 2007
Optical networks have been in commercial deployment since the early 1980s as a result of advances in optical, photonic, and material technologies. Although the initial deployment was based on silica fiber with a single wavelength modulated at low data rates, it was quickly demonstrated that fiber can deliver much more bandwidth than any other...
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